Undiscovered

I taly

OCTOBER 11-21, 2022

EXPLORE THE HIDDEN SIDE OF ITALY

214-493-3027

Go off the tourist-track to discover the exotic sites,
remarkable history, and vibrant culture of Italy’s
alluring south on this one-of-a-kind itinerary

For more information and to register online, call or visit:

214-493-3027 | www.SofiaTravel.org/texas

WeInvite You to

TRAVEL AS OUR GUESTS
For over thirty-five years, our family-led, boutique
group tours have been centered around one
guiding principle: personal attention. Rather than
take your registration and pass you off to a hired
tour operator, my wife Blake (UT ‘08) and I have
personally selected each hotel, set every menu, and
chosen each experience. Not only will we answer
every phone call and email, but we will personally
accompany you overseas and guide you through
all the sites, focusing on creating an engaging,
comprehensive narrative that will bring 3,000
years of Italian history to life. Most importantly,
we want you to experience Italy as our guests, with
the kind of hospitality that comes from traveling
with friends. We hope you will join us on this truly
unforgettable experience!

Your

Travel Guides

ADAM AND
BLAKE SPARKS

EXPLORE THE HIDDEN SIDE OF ITALY
• Make authentic Neapolitan pizza from scratch with an expert local chef
• Explore haunting Pompeii and visit the world’s greatest archaeological museum
• Stay in Stone Age cave dwellings carved into the cliffside of unforgettable Matera
• Sail through the bay of Naples to the hidden thermal islands of Procida & Ischia
• Hear engaging lectures on topics from Italian culture to the Bourbon dynasty
• Enjoy the sea view from your hotel along Naples’ picturesque harbor promenade
• Taste fresh buffalo mozzarella at a historic farm & make bread with a Puglian chef
• Marvel at golden artifacts and amazingly preserved temples left by the Ancient Greeks
• Stay in an ethereal countryside masseria, harvest olives, and make your own oil

Dear Texas Ex,
We are excited to offer you this unique experience in southern Italy with Adam
and Blake Sparks of Sofia Travel. With over thirty years of experience, and with
personal attention as their foundation, Sofia Travel offers this off-the-beaten-path
tour with in-depth historical context and genuine cultural encounters.
Every traveler’s participation in the Texas Exes Flying Longhorns travel program helps
to further the association’s core purpose: to formally organize alumni and friends to
champion and advance the mission of the University of Texas at Austin. While you do
not have to be an alumnus of UT to travel with us, we do ask that all Flying Longhorns
travelers have an active membership in the Texas Exes. Memberships start at just $50.
We expect this tour to fill up quickly, so we encourage you to register today!
Shelley, Janice, & Leslie
Your Flying Longhorns Travel Team

“I have never had tour guides as wonderful, gracious,
knowledgeable and friendly as the Sofia Travel team.
They made the tour fabulous, and I would definitely
travel with them again.”
- Carolann Smith, Texas Exes 2013 tour

PRICE

Main tour: $5,790
Sicily ext.: $2,950
Exclusive of flights

SINGLE

“It is about as far from the common,
run of the mill tourist trek as you can
find. Sofia takes you to places nobody
else hardly knows about and shows
you things that are about as unique
and unusual as you could imagine.”
- Pat Cook, Tx Ex Undisc. Italy 2019

SUPPLEMENT
$1,450 - Main tour
$1,650 - Sicily ext.

DEPOSIT

$600/person/tour
$1200/person/ext.

THREE UNFORGETTABLE DESTINATIONS

Naples

One of the planet’s truly legendary cities, Naples is awash in history.
From our waterfront hotel in Naples’ most elegant neighborhood,
we’ll explore this unofficial capital of Southern Italy with its worldfamous cuisine, opulent grandeur, and larger-than-life culture.

Matera

Matera is like a dream. Carved into the side of a gorge during the
Stone Age, Matera is one of the world’s longest continually inhabited
cities. Stay in an unforgettable, restored cave hotel as we explore this
haunting stone city, Europe’s 2019 Capital of Culture.

Puglian Countryside

Explore Italy’s rustic heel in an ethereal masseria—a fortress-like
countryside estate—beautifully restored to its 16th c. glory. Experience
the traditional Puglian lifestyle as we harvest olives from 2,000-yearold trees, bake bread with a local chef, and learn to dance the pizzica.

OPTIONAL POST-TOUR EXTENSION

Sicily

Soak up the vibrant culture of Sicily and enjoy the views of Mount Etna and the sea from your room at
our elegant five-star accommodations in Taormina. Your hotel, the Belmond Grand Hotel Timeo, has
played host to emperors, artists, and kings for over a century and is located just beneath a 2,200-yearold Greek theater. Enjoy a tour of stunning Taormina, make cannoli with a local chef, and drive a vintage
Fiat 500 through the winding hills of Sicily to the hillside villages made famous in The Godfather.

Daily Itinerary

DAY 1 &2 ARRIVE NAPLES

Arrive Naples and enjoy the sea view from your
room at our hotel along the picturesque harbor
promenade. Enjoy a welcome reception and
waterside dinner with your fellow travelers. (D)

Arriving to the hauntingly beautiful town
of Matera, we check in to our unforgettable
cave hotel and enjoy dinner in a candle-lit,
deconsecrated cave chapel. (B,L,D)

DAY 7 MATERA WALKING TOUR
Wake up to the stunning river valley views from
our hotel terrace before exploring this one-ofa-kind city on foot. Marvel at 12th c. Byzantine
style frescoes, rock-hewn churches, and
modern sculptures as we explore one of the
world’s most unique and beautiful cities. (B)

DAY 8 ceramics workshop, Masseria
DAY 3 NAPLES, Pizza Making Class
After an introduction to the history of southern
Italy, we see the great sites of Naples, including
the Piazza del Plebiscito, the Church of Gesù
Nuovo, and the final canvas of Caravaggio. In
the evening, make Neapolitan pizza with an
expert pizzaiolo in a traditional wood-fired oven
for an unforgettable culinary event. (B,L,D)

DAY 4 Cruise to two stunning islands
Enjoy
a
private
boat ride to two
picturesque islands
in the Bay of Naples,
famous since Roman
times
for
their
thermal,
curative
waters. Enjoy lunch
in stunning, sleepy
Procida and relax in
a thermal pool by
the chic harbor town
of Sant’Angelo on the
island of Ischia. (B,L)

DAY 5 Pompeii, naples Museum

Depart Matera in
the late morning
and visit an artisan’s
ceramics workshop
in Grottaglie, the
pottery capital of
Italy. Then, check in
to our countryside
masseria for three
serene nights and
join the owner for
a bread making
class in her kitchen.
(B,L,D)

DAY 9 olive harvest & oil mill tour
Today we join the millennia-old tradition of
harvesting olives in the Puglian countryside.
After learning the techniques and harvesting
olives by hand, we head to a local mill where
we watch our olives get turned into oil. After a
farmhouse lunch, our oil will be ready to take
home! In the evening, visit a local wine resort
for an elegant dinner. (B,L,D)

DAY 1 0 Lecce, pizzica music night

Take a day trip to unforgettable Pompeii and
explore this hauntingly preserved ancient city.
Then, visit the Naples Archaeological Museum
that contains the amazingly preserved statues,
wall paintings, and personal items excavated
from Pompeii. (B,L)

We visit baroque Lecce, known as the
Florence of the south, to marvel at its intricate
stonework and sumptuous cathedrals. After
a celebratory final dinner at our masseria,
we learn the traditional pizzica dance to the
accompaniment of traditional musicians. (B,D)

DAY 6 MOZZERELLA FActory, paestum

DAY 11 DEPART

Leaving Naples, visit
a 9th generation
water
buffalo
farm and taste the
deliciously
fresh
cheese. Then, walk
beneath 2,500-yearold Greek temples
at the amazingly
preserved ancient
site of Paestum.

Depart Italy renewed and inspired! (B)

Details + complete itinerary: www.SofiaTravel.org/texas

TEXAS EXES UNDISCOVERED ITALY
REGISTRATION FORM
Or, register online at www.SofiaTravel.org/texasitaly
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
1st Traveler Name, Exactly as on Passport
Name for Name Tag Birthday (M/D/Y) Gender
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
2nd Traveler Name, Exactly as on Passport
Name for Name Tag Birthday (M/D/Y) Gender
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address
City
State
Zip
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number			
Email Address
OCCUPANCY		
 Double Room
 Single room		
DEPOSIT
 Check
 Visa  MC

SICILY EXTENSION
 Yes
 No

FLIGHTS

 Please look at flights for me
 I will make my own flights

(#) ____ travelers x $600/person/tour
= $_________
(#) ____ travelers x $1,200/person/extension = $_________ = total $_________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Credit Card Number
				
Expiration
Security Code
__________________________________________________  I have read & accepted the Terms & 		
Signature of Card Holder			
Conditions listed below
Detach and mail to: Sofia Travel, 3907 Cherrywood Rd., Austin TX 78722
Call us at 214-493-3027 or email Adam@SofiaTravel.org with any questions
Terms and Conditions

Price: Main Tour: $5,790 per participant in double occupancy (+$1,450 single room supplement). Sicily Extension: $2,950 per
participant in double occupancy (+$1,650 single room supplement).
Included in price: Shared double room accommodations; Meals as indicated in the itinerary, including house wine with dinner; Transportation
and entrance fees to all sights, museums, and activities per the itinerary; Daily accompaniment and on-site instruction from Sofia Travel staff;
Hotel porterage for one suitcase; Italian airport-hotel transfers and flights to and from Sicily for the Sicily extension; All taxes, fees, and gratuities
Not Included in Price: Single room accommodations; International flights, American airport transfers, and all associated costs;
Meals not listed in the itinerary; Additions and changes to the listed program; Travel insurance; Excess baggage; Optional hotel
service fees, including room service, mini-bar, telephone, or laundry; Items of a personal nature.
Activity Level & Accessibility Considerations: Travelers must be in good physical health, be able to walk unassisted for an extended period
of time without resting, be sure-footed on uneven surfaces, be able to enter and exit a moored boat and cruise at a moderate speed, and
walk up and down multiple flights of stairs and inclines comfortably. Travelers are responsible for carrying their own carry-on luggage at
all times, including up one or two flights of stairs in Matera (checked luggage will be handled by porters). Travelers should be aware that
the town of Matera is situated along the slope of a ravine, and our unique cave hotel requires ascending one to three flights of stairs to
access your room. The beautiful cave rooms at our hotel have been minimally restored so as to maintain their unique characteristics.
Because of this, these rooms may contain uneven floors or stairs, low-lighting, minimal windows, and partially open bathroom plans.
Reservation Deposit& Final Payment: A non-refundable, non-transferable deposit of $600/person/tour and $1,200/person/Sicily
extension is required at the time of reservation to guarantee a place on the tour. The full balance is due April 22, 2022. Reservations
received on or after April 23, 2022 must include a $100 late booking fee per person.
Luggage: Limit of one suitcase and one carry-on per person. Travelers are solely responsible for complying with all airline baggage weight
and size limits. Hotel porterage is included for one suitcase per person. Carry-on luggage will be the responsibility of passengers at all times.
Flights: Flights arranged by Sofia Travel are subject solely to the policies of the respective airlines, and seating arrangements cannot
be guaranteed until time of check-in. Sofia Travel is not responsible for any expenses incurred due to flight cancellations or changes.
Texas Exes Membership: Membership in The Texas Exes is a requirement for participation in The Flying Longhorns Travel Program
— at least one membership among each family traveling. All alumni, their families, friends of The University, and UT parents are
welcome. Dues are 80% tax-deductible and there is a 20% discount for persons at least age 65.
Cancellation Fees: Sofia Travel must receive all cancellation and refund requests in writing. Registration, extension, and excursion
deposits are entirely non-refundable and non-transferable except in the case of tour cancellation due to low enrolment. Cancellations
received on or after April 23, 2022 will carry a 50% cancellation penalty, cancellations received on or after August 20, 2022 will carry a 75%
cancellation penalty. No refunds will be given beginning October 1, 2022. All cancellation fees are based on the total tour price including
all excursions, supplements, extensions, and additional costs. Flight cancellations are subject to the terms of the respective airline.
Insurance: Travelers are highly recommended to purchase travel insurance. Information will be sent to you by the Texas Exes.
Travelers are fully responsible for understanding and agreeing to all stated terms and conditions of any third party insurance policy
they may choose to purchase and absolve Sofia Travel of any responsibilities, payments, or refunds regarding travel insurance.
Documentation: U.S. citizens require a valid passport. The traveler assumes complete and full responsibility for, and hereby releases Sofia
Travel from, any duty of checking and verifying any and all passports, visa, vaccination or other entry requirements for each destination,
and all safety and security conditions during the proposed travel. Please note that customs agents often require passport validity for six
months from the return date of travel. Assuring passport validity for travel is the sole responsibility of the individual traveler.
Covid-19 Requirements: Per 2021 guidelines from the Italian state, all travelers must present either proof of vaccination, proof of
recovery from Covid-19, or proof of a negative test within a certain time period in order to enter Italy. Full Covid protocols for this
tour will be released in advance of the tour to take into account the most up-to-date requirements. All travelers may be required
to produce a negative Covid test before returning to the States, and non-vaccinated travelers may be required to produce multiple
negative tests throughout the duration of the tour. Should a traveler test positive for Covid, quarantine may be required.
Statement of Responsibility: Sofia Travel (ST) or the Texas Exes (TE) shall not be held responsible for any wrongful or negligent acts or
omissions or defaults by any supplier or other party not directly owned or controlled by ST/TE or by the failure of any equipment operated
by any such supplier or other party. ST/TE shall not be liable for any loss, injury, or damage to person, property or otherwise, in connection
with any accommodations, transportation, or other services, resulting directly or indirectly from any acts of God, dangers incident to the
sea, fire, breakdown of machinery or equipment, acts of government of other authorities, wars whether or not declared, hostilities, civil
disturbances, strikes, riots, thefts, pilferages, epidemics, quarantines, medical or customs regulations, defaults, delays or cancellations of
or changes to itineraries or schedules. Neither ST/TE nor any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be or become liable or responsible for any
additional expenses of liability sustained or incurred by the tour member as a result of any of the aforementioned causes. ST/TE is released
from any and all claims and causes of action that a tour participant my hold for personal injury, property damage or wrongful death, arising
out of participation in tour activities. ST/TE does not have special knowledge regarding the hazards of medical procedures in any location,
suitability of medical travel for any person, financial condition of any supplier, unsafe conditions, health hazards, weather hazards, political
conditions, or climate extremes at locations to which you may travel. ST/TE responsibility to passengers carried in vehicles and aircraft for
transfer and excursions and tours is governed by the laws of the respective countries in which the tours take place and no other country. All
claims against ST/TE must be made within 30 days of travel and are subject only to the jurisdiction of the courts of the country in which the
cause of action arises. The right is reserved to substitute hotels and cruise ships and to alter itineraries. Individual or group cancellations due
to factors outside of ST’s control will be subject to the listed cancellation fees. All tickets and vouchers issued for transportation and services
are subject to the terms and conditions under which such transportation and services are provided to the participant by the owners or
contractors. Venue for any disputes is Travis County, TX. This contract shall be governed by the laws of the State of Texas.

GUIDES EVERY TOUR WE OFFER

B O U T I Q U E T R AV E L

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE OF

3907 CHERRYWOOD RD
3 9 0 7AUSTIN,
C H E R TX
R Y78722
WOOD RD
214-493-3027
AUSTIN, TX 78722
www.SOFIATRAVEL.ORG
214-493-3027

OUR FAMILY TEAM PERSONALLY PLANS, LEADS, &

- Darlene Cozby, Tx Ex Undiscovered Italy 2019

“If you ever get a chance to travel with Sofia Travel, do it!
Once you experience their personalized attention, you won’t
want to travel with anyone else.”
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